Core Subjects:
Links to theme

School Value:
Respect

Roald Dahl - Charlie and The Chocolate Factory
Term 3 Overview

Spiritual

Topic

English - Writing




We will write a diary entry
about their day in the chocolate
factory.
We will write our own recipe for
a dream chocolate bar and then
create a persuasive advert for
their chocolate bar.

Mathematics




We will have fun exploring
measure and quantities with
recipes.
We will explore multiplication
problems inspired by sweets
and chocolates.

Consider how your body and 
mind feels when making choices.


Use
more than one source of historical enquiry.
Geography
 events,
Where do
ingredients
chocolate
come on
from?
We will
them
Place
artefacts
and for
historical
figures
a time
line plot
using
dates. on a map.



History:
Understand
the concept of change over time, representing this,
along
evidence,
onthe
a time
line.Family and complete a case study.
 with
We will
research
Cadbury

Moral

Show respect when hearing
about the views/beliefs of others. 
What choices did the children in

the story make?
Where they right/wrong?

 We will investigate who brought Chocolate to the UK.
Ask questions to support discussion and deeper thinking.
Suggest cause and consequence of some of the main events and
changes in history.Art and Design and Music
Art:

Social
Children share their ideas and
listen to the views of others.



We will create our own chocolate bar wrapper.



We will create a map of the factory and design a new room that
wasn’t included in the book.

Music:


Science
and
ThisVisits
unit is the
firstExperiences
introduction to studying
electricity in Key Stage 2. Children will learn
Visitor/ teacher dress up in
about what electricity is and how it was
role as They
a caveman
forwhich
children
discovered.
will identify
appliances
to ask
questions.
use electricity
in their
homes and how to keep
themselves safe. Children will construct
circuits, and conduct an investigation into
how easily different types of switches can
break and reconnect a circuit.

Celebrate

We will create our own Oompa Loompa song on the Ukuleles.

Cultural
How can we create a culture of
respect in our classroom and
school?

Computing


We will use Computing to explore the value ‘Respect’ by taking
photos and presenting them with the theme: ‘What a wonderful
world.’

